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The Corpse Caster 

Class Base Fort Ref Will 
Level Attack  Save Save Save Special  Spells Per Day
1st  +0 +2 +0 +2 Corpse component +1 level of existing class
2nd +1 +3 +0 +3 Corpse casting I, stench +1 level of existing class
3rd +1 +3 +1 +3 Spell from the grave +1 level of existing class
4th +2 +4 +1 +4 Death knell +1 level of existing class
5th +2 +4 +1 +4 Corpse casting II +1 level of existing class
6th +3 +5 +2 +5 Corpse walk +1 level of existing class
7th +3 +5 +2 +5 Essence of the dead +1 level of existing class
8th +4 +6 +2 +6 Corpse casting III +1 level of existing class
9th +4 +6 +3 +6 Bond with corpse +1 level of existing class
10th +5 +7 +3 +7 Corpse casting IV +1 level of existing class

Corpse Caster
Necromancer’s manipulate, create, or destroy life and 

life forces. While the main focus of necromancy is the 
dead, the corpse caster takes it to another level entirely, 
using the deceased, or portions of such creatures to fuel 
his spells and personal abilities, eventually learning to cast 
his magic through specially prepared corpses.

Wizards (necromancers) and necromantic priests (par-
ticularly those who worship Orcus) tend to easily and 
willingly follow the path of the corpse caster. Other classes 
rarely take up the fight and become corpse casters. Some 
classes, like paladins, completely disdain corpse casters 
and the evilness they bring into the world.

Corpse casters tend to be loners, haunting abandoned 
castles, mausoleums, cemeteries, and other such areas. 
Regardless of where a corpse caster makes his home, ready 
access to fresh corpses is a must, so most tend to lair near 
cemeteries, crematoriums, and burial mounds.

Hit Die: d4

Requirements
To qualify to become a corpse caster, a character must 

meet the following criteria.
Alignment: Any evil.
Skills: Knowledge (religion) 3 ranks, Knowledge (arcana) 3 

ranks.
Spellcasting: Ability to cast 3rd level spells, three of 

which must be necromancy spells and one of which must 
be animate dead.

Class Skills
The corpse caster’s class skills (and the key ability for 

each skill) are Concentration (Con), Craft (alchemy) (Int), 
Knowledge (anatomy) (Int), Knowledge (arcana) (Int), Lis-
ten (Wis), Move Silently (Dex), Profession (Wis), Search 
(Int), and Spellcraft (Int).

Skill Points at Each Level: 2 + Int modifier.

Class Features
All of the following are class features of the corpse caster 

prestige class.
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: A corpse caster gains 

no additional proficiency with any weapon or armor.
Bond with Corpse (Su): At 9th level, the corpse caster 

can employ a ritual that bonds a portion of his life force 
to that of a specially prepared corpse. The bonding ritual 
takes 6 hours to complete and requires 1,000 gp in raw 
materials (consisting of special perfumes, herbs, and so 
on). Once the ritual is completed, the caster is bound with 
that corpse. The corpse caster can only be bonded with a 
single corpse at any given time.

The next time the corpse caster suffers damage (hit 
point damage, ability damage or drain, or energy drain), 
the damage he would take is instead transferred from him 
to the corpse and he suffers no effects of the attack (i.e., 
he does not suffer any damage, ability damage or ability 
drain, or negative levels from an energy drain attack). The 
corpse has a number of hit points equal to one-half the 
corpse caster’s total hit points. At 0 or less hit points, the 
corpse is destroyed and disintegrates into a pile of dust. 
Damage dealt to the bonded corpse cannot be healed or 
repaired.

Hit point damage transfers on a 1-to-1 basis (i.e., for 
every point of damage the caster would normally take, an 
equal amount is transferred to the bonded corpse). Ability 
damage or drain transfers to the corpse on a 1-to-2 point 
basis (for every 1 point of ability damage or drain the caster 
would normally take, the bonded corpse takes 2 points of 
damage). Energy drain transfers to the corpse on a 1-to-4 
point basis (for every negative level dealt to the caster, the 
corpse takes 4 points of damage).

The corpse caster and his bonded corpse must always be 
within 100 feet of each other per caster level (total of his 
corpse caster class levels plus all other spellcasting class levels) 
or else the bond is broken. Should the bonded corpse be 
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Component Hit Dice Portion 
Cost (in gp) of Corpse Required
0 – 50 1  portion
51 – 300 3  portion
301 – 750 5  portion
751 – 1,000 7  portion
1,001 – 3,000 9  entire corpse
3,001 – 5,000 11  entire corpse
5,001 – 9,000 13  entire corpse
9,001 – 15,000 15  entire corpse
15,001 + 17  entire corpse

attacked directly (with weapons, natural attacks, unarmed, 
or with spells), it can take 30 points of damage 
before the bond is broken and the corpse 
is destroyed. Destroying a corpse in this 
fashion causes the corpse caster to gain 
2d4 negative levels (just as if he’d been 
struck by an enervation spell). The corpse 
caster does not get a saving throw to 
avoid the negative levels, but 24 hours 
later he must make a DC 20 Fortitude 
save for each negative level to avoid 
permanent level drain.

Corpse Casting (Su): Once per day, 
beginning at 2nd level, a corpse caster 
can cast any 1st-level spell through a 
single corpse within 100 feet + 10 feet 
per corpse caster class level. The corpse 
caster does not have to see the corpse, 
but must know its general location. A 
spell cast using this ability cannot have 
a range of Personal or Touch. When the 
spell is cast, it takes effect just as if the corpse 
caster had cast it. A spell cast using this ability 
counts toward the corpse caster’s daily allotment of spells.

At 5th level, a corpse caster can cast spells of 2nd level 
or lower through a corpse. At 8th level, he can cast spells 
of 3rd level or lower through a corpse, and finally, at 10th 
level, a corpse caster can cast spells of 4th level or lower 
through a corpse.

Corpse Component (Ex): At 1st level, a corpse caster 
can substitute a portion of a corpse for the material 
component(s) needed to fuel his spells. The corpse’s HD/
level (when it was alive) determines the total value of mate-
rial components that can be replaced as shown on the table 
below. Where a portion of the corpse is required, the corpse 
caster must be touching or holding that portion during 
the casting of the spell. A portion is defined as any part 
of a corpse, be it skin, internal organs, and so on. Blood, 
hair, and fingernails, cannot be used as a portion. Where 
an entire corpse is required, the corpse caster must remain 
within 30 feet of the corpse during the casting. 

the same plane of existence. Both corpses must be large enough 
to accommodate the caster or else the corpse walk fails. The 
corpse caster cannot designate a particular corpse as his exit 
unless he has a portion of that corpse in his possession. There 
is no maximum range for this ability, other than both corpses 
must be on the same plane. If the corpse caster emerges from 
a corpse into a solid space (such as the ground if he emerges 
from a buried corpse), the corpse caster is shunted aside to the 
first open space and takes 2d6 points of damage.

Death Knell (Sp): At 4th level, a corpse caster gains 
the ability to cast death knell once per day. His caster level 
equals his corpse caster class levels plus any other spellcast-
ing class levels he possesses.

Essence of the Dead (Su): At 7th level, once per day, 
a corpse caster can devour a portion of a corpse thereby 
gaining an enhancement bonus to his Strength, Dexter-
ity, or Constitution. The corpse caster chooses the ability 
to enhance when he eats from the corpse, and the exact 
bonus gained is dependent on the level/HD of the corpse. 
The enhancement bonus lasts for one hour for every three 
corpse caster class levels.

Corpse Walk (Sp): At 6th level, once per day, a corpse caster 
gains the ability to move from one corpse to another (similar 
to the ability to move from tree to tree as by the tree stride spell) 
as a standard action. The caster simply steps into a corpse and 
vanishes, only to emerge from another corpse somewhere else on 

HD/Level Enhancement Bonus
1-5 +2
6-10 +4
11+ +6

Spell from the Grave (Ex): At 3rd level, a corpse caster gains 
the ability to store a single spell of 3rd level or lower in a corpse. 
This ability functions similar to the Brew Potion feat using an 
alternate medium. All rules, XP costs, material costs, and so on 
that apply to the Brew Potion feat apply to this ability. 

A spell is triggered by the first creature to touch the spell-
laden corpse. The spell takes full effect on the creature, 
just as if the corpse caster had cast it.
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Stench (Ex): Because of his constant interaction with corpses, 
at 2nd level, the corpse caster begins to exude a carrion stench 
from his body. All living creatures in a 10-foot radius spread 
become sickened for a number of rounds equal to 2 + the corpse 

caster’s class levels. A successful Fortitude save (DC 10 + the 
corpse caster’s class levels + his Constitution modifier) negates 
the sickened effect. A creature that makes a successful save is 
unaffected by the stench of that corpse caster for one day.

Mirror Mage
Mirror mages are specialized casters (most often arcane 

casters) that have developed the unique art of seeing a spell 
or effect in action and then being able to replicate that 
effect any time within the next 24 hours (this is known as 
mirroring a spell). Mirror mages are quite rare and most 
tend to be loners though they do enjoy the company of 
other spellcasters (whose spells they can eventually learn 
to mirror).

Mirror mages tend to be either sorcerers or wizards (and 
characters without any sort of arcane casting ability cannot 
ever hope to gain levels in this class). Cleric/wizards and 
cleric/sorcerers sometimes follow the path of the mirror 
mage. Other classes (though the occasional fighter/sorcerer 
or fighter/wizard may follow this path) rarely take levels 
in this class.

Mirror mages tend to operate with other casters, particu-
larly other arcane casters. They often form small bands or 
even guilds making their home base within the confines of 
a castle or tower, and most always near populated areas.

Hit Die: d4

Requirements
To qualify to become a mirror mage, a character must 

meet the following criteria.
Skills: Knowledge (arcana) 10 ranks, Spellcraft 10 ranks.
Feats: Any two metamagic feats.
Spellcasting: Ability to cast arcane spells of 4th level 

or higher.

Class Skills
The mirror mage’s class skills (and the key ability for each 

skill) are Concentration (Con), Craft (Int), Knowledge (ar-
cana) (Int), Knowledge (religion) (Int), Spellcraft (Int).

Skill Points at Each Level: 2 + Int modifier.

Class Features
All the following are class features of the mirror mage 

prestige class.

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: A mirror mage gains 
no additional proficiency in any weapons or armor.

Mirror Magic (Scroll) (Su): At 1st level, a mirror mage 
begins the art of mirror-casting (that is, replicating a spell or 
spell effect he has seen or encountered recently). At 1st level, 
a mirror mage can, while casting a spell from an arcane scroll, 
burn the components of the spell into his mind. This is called 
“mirroring a spell”. The spell does not have to be a spell the 
caster knows; it simply must be an arcane spell. 

In order to successfully mirror a spell, the mirror mage 
must lose a prepared spell (or slot) of the same spell level or 
higher. Once the spell is mirrored into his mind, the mirror 
mage can cast the spell at any time (just as if he had prepared 
it) within the next one day. The spell takes effect with a caster 
level equal to the mage’s total caster level (mirror mage class 
levels plus all other arcane caster class levels).

A mirror mage cannot mirror divine spells unless he has 
levels in a divine spellcasting class. A mirror mage with 
class levels in a divine spellcasting class can mirror a divine 
spell using the rules above (caster level equals mirror mage 
class levels plus all other divine caster class levels).

Mirror Magic (Potion) (Su): At 2nd level, a mirror mage 
can mirror any spell from a potion he has consumed within 
the last one minute. This follows the same rules as above 
for mirror magic (scroll).

Mirror Magic (Wand) (Su): At 3rd level, a mirror mage 
can mirror any spell from a wand. This follows the same 
rules as above for mirror magic (scroll).

Mirror Divine (Su): At 4th level, a mirror caster can 
attempt to mirror a divine spell from a scroll, potion, or 
wand, even if he doesn’t have any class levels in a divine 
spellcasting class. To do so, the mirror mage must succeed 
on an Intelligence check (DC 12 + divine spell level). If the 
check succeeds, the mirror mage mirrors the spell and stores 
it in his mind (as per the rules given under mirror magic 
above). If the check fails, the mirror mage cannot mirror the 
spell but still loses the spell he would’ve sacrificed had his 
check succeeded. A mirror mage that successfully mirrors 
a divine spell casts it as an arcane spell with a caster level 

The Mirror Mage 

Class Base Fort Ref Will 
Level Attack  Save Save Save Special  Spells Per Day
1st  +0 +0 +0 +2 Mirror magic (scroll) +1 level of existing class
2nd +1 +0 +0 +3 Mirror magic (potion) +1 level of existing class
3rd +1 +1 +1 +3 Mirror magic (wand) +1 level of existing class
4th +2 +1 +1 +4 Mirror divine +1 level of existing class
5th +2 +1 +1 +4 Mirror caster +1 level of existing class
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equal to his mirror mage class levels plus all other arcane 
caster class levels. A mirror mage is not required to have 
a holy/unholy symbol when mirror-casting a divine spell 
as an arcane spell.

Note, a mirror mage with classes in a divine spellcasting 
class does not have to make this check.

Mirror Caster (Su): At 5th level, the mirror mage’s most 
potent ability allows him to mirror any spell he sees another 
spellcaster use (whether the caster is divine or arcane). To 
do so, the mirror mage must have a clear line of sight to the 

caster and must spend one round studying the caster as he 
casts a spell. Afterwards, the mirror mage can mirror the spell 
he just witnessed using the rules above (given under mirror 
magic [scroll]). If the spell requires a material component 
of 500 gp or greater value, the mirror mage must have that 
component in order to cast the spell. A divine spell mirrored 
in this manner functions as an arcane if the mirror mage 
doesn’t have any levels in a divine spellcasting class. A mirror 
mage is not required to have a holy/unholy symbol when 
mirror-casting a divine spell as an arcane spell.

Spellfilcher
Spellfilchers are a unique and rare form of thief who 

have perfected the art of stealing magic; not that contained 
within museums or treasure chambers, but that contained 
within the mind of a spellcaster. For this talent, spellfilchers 
are often sought after and hired by those who can afford 
them and put their unique talent to (good or bad) use.

Spellfilchers are always some combination of rogue. As 
a matter of fact, no character without at least three levels 
or rogue can become a spellfilcher. Fighter/rogues, cleric/
rogues, and sorcerer/rogues usually take up the mantle of 
the spellfilcher. Most other classes do not.

Spellfilchers are found just about anywhere people are. 
They know that given their unique talent, their services 
are often in high demand, and most spellfilchers have no 
qualms about selling their services to the highest bidder.

Hit Die: d6

Requirements
To qualify to become a spellfilcher, a character must 

meet the following criteria.
Skills: Search 8 ranks, Disable Device 8 ranks, Knowledge 

(arcana) 2 ranks, Spellcraft 2 ranks.
Abilities: Trapfinding, trap sense +1.

Class Skills
The spellfilcher’s class skills (and the key ability for 

each skill) are Appraise (Int), Bluff (Cha), Climb (Str), 
Concentration (Con), Decipher Script (Int), Disable Device 

(Dex), Disguise (Cha), Forgery (Dex), Gather Information 
(Cha), Knowledge (arcana) (Int), Knowledge (religion) (Int), 
Knowledge (nature) (Int), Listen (Wis), Move Silently (Dex), 
Open Lock (Dex), Search (Int), Spellcraft (Int), Spot (Wis), 
Use Magic Device (Cha), Use Rope (Dex).

Skill Points at Each Level: 6 + Int modifier.

Class Features
All the following are class features of the spellfilcher 

prestige class.
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The spellfilcher gains no 

additional proficiency with any weapon or armor and shield.
Sense Magic Trap (Ex): At 1st level, a spellfilcher gains a 

+2 bonus on Search and Disable Device checks when used to 
locate or disarm magic or spell-laden traps. This bonus rises to 
+3 at 3rd level, to +4 at 6th level, and to +5 at 9th level.

Spell Attunement (Sp): At 1st level, a spellfilcher can 
detect magic and read magic once per day as the spells of 
the same name with a caster level equal to her spellfilcher 
class level. As the spellfilcher increases in level, she gains 
more uses per day of this ability.

Filch Spell (Su): At 2nd level, a spellfilcher can spend a full 
round studying the mind of any spellcaster within 30 feet. By 
making a successful Search check (DC 12 + one-half the target’s 
caster level), the spellfilcher can identify all 1st-level spells the target 
caster has prepared. This ability does not work on those that do 
not prepare spells (such as bards and sorcerers). As the spellfilcher 
increases in level, she can identify higher level spells.

The Spellfilcher 

Class Base Fort Ref Will
Level Attack  Save Save Save Special
1st  +0 +0 +2 +2 Spell attunement 1/day, sense magic trap +2
2nd +1 +0 +3 +3 Filch spell (1st level)
3rd +2 +1 +3 +3 Sense magic trap +3
4th +3 +1 +4 +4 Spell attunement 2/day
5th +3 +1 +4 +4 Filch spell (2nd–4th level)
6th +4 +2 +5 +5 Sense magic trap +4
7th +5 +2 +5 +5 Spell attunement 3/day
8th +6 +2 +6 +6 Filch spell (5th–7th level)
9th +6 +3 +6 +6 Sense magic trap +5
10th +7 +3 +7 +7 Spell attunement 4/day, filch spell (8th–9th level)
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If she moves within 5 feet of the caster, she can, by suc-
ceeding at a melee touch attack, touch the caster and in the 
same round by making a successful Disable Device check 
(DC 10 + spell level + one-half the target spellcaster’s class 
level), remove (filch) a single 1st-level spell from the caster’s 
mind and store it in a gemstone whose total value is at least 
100 gp. If she succeeded at her Search check (above) she 
can select the filched spell; otherwise the DM determines 
the exact spell stolen. A stolen spell is wiped from a caster’s 
mind just as if he or she had cast that spell.

The gemstone holds the spell until it is cast, the gem 
is shattered, or dispel magic is cast on it, after which it 
crumbles to dust. A spellcaster can detect the presence 
of a spell in the gem by touching the stone and making 
a successful Spellcraft check (DC 10 + level of the spell 
contained in the gem). 

Only a spellcaster or a spellfilcher can release a stored 
spell. The spell released takes effect at a caster level equal 
to that of the original caster (the one the spell was filched 
from). A spellcaster must be able to cast the type of spell 
contained in the gem (either divine or arcane) or the spell 
fails and the gem crumbles. A spellfilcher can release the 
spell (regardless of the type of magic it is) but must make 
a successful Intelligence check (DC 10 + level of the spell) 
or else the spell fails and the gem crumbles to dust. If the 
spellfilcher has levels in either a divine or arcane class, he 
follows the rules for spellcasters above.

As the spellfilcher increases in level, he gains the ability 
to filch higher level spells. The gem to contain a spell must 
have a value of at least 100 gp per spell level. A gem can 
only contain a single spell. A spellfilcher can only carry 
at one time a number of spell-laden gems equal to or less 
than his Intelligence bonus +3.
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